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Bosnia and the Destruction of Cultural Heritage 2015-04-28 the massive intentional destruction of
cultural heritage during the 1992 1995 bosnian war targeting a historically diverse identity
provoked global condemnation and became a seminal marker in the discourse on cultural heritage it
prompted an urgent reassessment of how cultural property could be protected in times of conflict
and led to a more definitive recognition in international humanitarian law that destruction of a
people s cultural heritage is an aspect of genocide yet surprisingly little has been published on
the subject this wide ranging book provides the first comprehensive overview and critical
analysis of the destruction of bosnia herzegovina s cultural heritage and its far reaching impact
scrutinizing the responses of the international community during the war including bodies like
unesco and the council of europe the volume also analyses how after the conflict ended external
agendas impinged on heritage reconstruction to the detriment of the broader peace process and
refugee return it assesses implementation of annex 8 of the dayton peace agreement a unique
attempt to address the devastation to bosnia s cultural heritage and examines the treatment of
war crimes involving cultural property at the international criminal tribunal for the former
yugoslavia icty with numerous case studies and plentiful illustrations this important volume
considers questions which have moved to the foreground with the inclusion of cultural heritage
preservation in discussions of the right to culture in human rights discourse and as a vital
element of post conflict and development aid
US Department of State Dispatch 1993 contains a diverse compilation of major speeches
congressional testimony policy statements fact sheets and other foreign policy information from
the state dept
The Triggering Procedure of the International Criminal Court 2005-10-01 the rome statute unlike
the statutes of the international criminal tribunals for the former yugoslavia and for rwanda
creates a permanent court whose dormant jurisdiction covers the territory and includes the
nationals of states parties and is universal in cases where the security council makes a referral
besides unlike the ad hoc tribunals which have jurisdiction over specific crisis situations whose
personal territorial and temporal parameters have been defined in their respective statutes by
the un security council in the case of the icc it is not possible to determine a priori in which
situations the icc will be involved as a result the most relevant activity of the court is the
determination of those situations regarding which the dormant jurisdiction of the court will be
triggered the book the triggering procedure of the international criminal court constitutes the
first comprehensive analysis of the proceedings that prior to any criminal investigation aim to
make such a fundamental determination
Hybrid and Internationalised Criminal Tribunals 2012-04-02 in recent years a number of criminal
tribunals have been established to investigate prosecute and try individuals accused of serious
violations of international humanitarian law and international human rights law these tribunals
have been described as hybrid or internationalised tribunals as their structure and applicable
law consist of both international and national elements six such tribunals are currently in
operation the special court for sierra leone the extraordinary chambers in the courts of cambodia
the international judges and prosecutors programme in kosovo the war crimes chamber for bosnia
and herzegovina the iraqi high tribunal and the special tribunal for lebanon the special panels
for serious crimes in east timor suspended operation in may 2005 although there continues to be
some international involvement in investigation and prosecution of serious crimes suggestions
have also been made that this model of tribunal would be appropriate for the prosecution of
atrocities committed in among others burundi the sudan the democratic republic of congo kenya and
liberia as well as for a wider range of international crimes most recently piracy the key aims of
this book are to place the model of hybrid and internationalised tribunals in the context of
other mechanisms to try international crimes to examine the increasing demand for the
establishment of hybrid and internationalised judicial institutions and the factors driving such
demand to define the category of hybrid and internationalised tribunals by examining the key
features of the existing and proposed hybrid or internationalised tribunals as well as the
features of those institutions with international elements that are generally excluded from this
category to determine the legal and jurisdictional bases of existing hybrid and internationalised
tribunals to analyse how the legal and jurisdictional basis of a tribunal affects other issues
such as the applicable law the application of amnesties and immunities and the relationship of
the tribunal with the host state third states national courts and other international criminal
tribunals the book concentrates on the definitional legal and jurisdictional aspects of hybrid
and internationalised criminal tribunals as this has been the subject of some confusion in



arguments before the tribunals and in the judgments of the tribunals in its concluding section
the book examines the future role of internationalised and hybrid criminal tribunals particularly
in light of the establishment of the icc and the potential use of such tribunals in other
contexts it also assesses how hybrid and internationalised tribunals fit into a multi layered
framework of international criminal law and transitional justice
Commissions of Inquiry 2017-05-18 this timely and pertinent collection looks at the variety of
questions involved in the operation of commissions of inquiry cois traditionally existing as pure
fact finding bodies in recent times the function of cois has arguably shifted and broadened so as
to provide a form of legal adjudication this shift in their application merits scrutiny and this
edited collection of essays addresses institutional and procedural aspects of cois as well as
issues in regards to the application and interpretation of the substantative law applied to them
essay topics include the relationship of cois with and impact upon traditional forms of
adjudication the influences of international law upon the work of cois through to issues of
procedural fairness drawing upon the expertise of scholars working within in the field it offers
an insightful and critical analysis of cois
Heritage Under Pressure – Threats and Solution 2019-09-20 heritage under pressure examines the
relationship between the political perspective of the uk government on soft power and the
globalising effect of projects carried out by archaeologists and heritage professionals working
in the historic environment it exemplifies the nature of professional engagement and the role of
the profession in working towards a theory of practice based on the integrity of data the
recovery and communication of information and the application of data in real world situations
individual papers raise complex and challenging issues such as commemoration identity and
political intervention a further aim of the volume is to illustrate the role of professionals
adhering to standards forged in the uk in the context of world heritage under pressure papers
also contribute to the emerging agenda developing as a result of the re orientation of the uk
following the brexit vote at once emphasising the global aspiration of the uk s professional
archaeological body the chartered institute for archaeologists in relation to the global reach of
uk academic practice by implication the volume also addresses the relationship between
professional practice and academic endeavour the volume as a whole contributes to the emerging
debate on the authorised heritage discourse and provides an agenda for the future of the
profession
Politics of Ethnic Cleansing 2008-02-22 this book sheds light on the causes and consequences of
ethnic cleansing in the twentieth century balkans with particular reference to the former
yugoslavia in the 1990s in providing a thorough and consistent analysis of large scale episodes
of ethnic cleansing in modern balkan history politics of ethnic cleansing fills an important gap
in existing conflict and peace studies literature offering a top down interpretation of the
expulsion of ethno national minorities as a means of state building the analysis rests on a fresh
multidimensional approach which provides an eclectic discussion of nationalism politics and
security this book establishes an agenda for policy making and future research by making specific
proposalsfor clearing up the present ambiguities in international humanitarian law related to
ethnic cleansing rethinking humanitarian intervention with a view to restoring the long term
viability of the target states and repudiating the argument for forced homogenization as a
conflict resolution strategy
The Theory and Practice of International Criminal Law 2008-07-23 cherif bassiouni is often
referred to as the father of international criminal law every major international criminal law
instrument developed in the last forty years from the torture convention to the statute of the
international criminal court bears his hallmark his writings diplomatic initiatives fieldwork and
even litigation have made an unparalleled contribution to the emergence of international criminal
law as a distinct discipline within the field of international law this book contains a
collection of fifteen scholarly essays written by leading experts from around the world about the
theory and practice of modern international criminal law with a focus on cherif bassiouni s
unique legacy within this important area among the contributing authors are louise arbour un high
commissioner for human rights mahnoush arsanjani chief of the un office of legal affairs
codification division diane orentlicher un independent expert on combating impunity michael
reisman former president of the inter american commission for human rights yves sandoz director
for international law of the international committee of the red cross william schabas member of
the sierra leone truth commission brigitte stern advocate for the bosnians in the world court s
genocide case and prince hassan bin talal first president of the assembly of states parties of



the international criminal court
Quality Control in Fact-Finding 2013-11-16 this book discusses how fact finding mechanisms for
alleged violations of international human rights humanitarian and criminal law can be improved
there has been a significant increase in the use of international internationalised and domestic
fact finding mechanisms since 1992 including by the united nations human rights system
international commissions of inquiry truth and reconciliation commissions and ngos they are
analysed and assessed in detail by 19 authors under the common theme quality control in fact
finding the authors include richard j goldstone martin scheinin liu daqun charles garraway david
re simon de smet fan yuwen isabelle lassée wu xiaodan dan saxon chris mahony dov jacobs catherine
harwood lyal s sunga wolfgang kaleck carolijn terwindt ilia utmelidze and marina aksenova serge
brammertz has written the preface and ling yan a foreword the book emphasises quality awareness
and improvement in non criminal justice fact work this quality control approach recognises inter
alia the importance of leadership in fact finding mechanisms the responsibility of individual
fact finders to continuously professionalise and the need for fact finders to be mandate centred
it is an approach that invites the consideration of how the quality of every functional aspect of
fact finding can be improved including work processes to identify locate obtain verify analyse
corroborate summarise synthesise structure organise present and disseminate facts the book also
considers regulatory approaches to enhance quality and professionalisation
Legacies of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia 2020-06-11 introduction
legacy as dialogue reflecting on the icty experience carsten stahn part i opening reflections 1
the last testament of the icty carmel agius 2 making complementarity a reality the experiences of
the icty and irmct office of the prosecutor serge brammertz 3 the icty and the defence legacy the
association of counsel practising before the icty colleen rohan 4 the moral legacy of the icty
miguel de serpa soares part ii legacy lenses theorizations and narratives 5 the icty is dead long
live the icty icty legacies in perspective carsten stahn 6 legacies in the making at the icty
viviane e dittrich 7 the narrative legacies of exceptional crime the prosecutor as a peacebuilder
simone gigliotti and amber pierce 8 meandering jurisprudence and unanticipated legacies the icty
s reach into domestic civil litigation mark drumbl part iii expressive practices judicial record
history and truth 9 symbolic expression at the international criminal tribunal for the former
yugoslavia marina aksenova 10 a partial view of history icty judgments as judicial truths luigi
prosperi and aldo zammit borda 11 handle with care icty juridical by products and criminological
analyses andy aydin aitchiso part iv evidence witness testimony and witness experiences 12
lessons learned from the use of dna evidence in srebrenica related trials at the icty kweku
vanderpuye and christopher mitchell 13 whither thou truth and justice witness perceptions about
their contributions to the icty kimi lynn king and james meernik part v criminal procedure court
management and outreach 14 defence investigative ethics practical lessons from the icty s legacy
for counsel practising in the region michael g karnavas 15 judgments and judgment drafting thomas
wayde pittman and marko divac Öberg 16 muzzling the press when does the law justify reporting
restrictions contempt cases against journalists at the icty and beyond audrey fino and sandra
sahyouni 17 translating and interpreting at the icty lessons learned ellen elias bursać 18 was it
worth it a look into the results of the icty s outreach programme petar finci 19 the legacy of
youth outreach at the international criminal tribunal for the former yugoslavia adrian plevin
part vi punishment sentencing and beyond 20 punishing for humanity the sentencing legacy of the
icty margaret m deguzman 21vertical inconsistency of international sentencing the icty and
domestic courts in bosnia and herzegovina barbora holá 22 when justice is done the icty and the
post trial phase joris van wijk and barbora holá part vii impact on domestic legal systems 23
narratives of justice and war in croatia ivor sokolić 24 the legacy of the icty the three tiered
approach to justice in bosnia herzegovina and benchmarks for measuring success jennifer trahan
and iva vukušić 25 cooperation between serbia and the icty for the investigation and prosecution
of violations of international humanitarian law tatjana dawson and ljiljana hellman 26 we learnt
that from the hague how the icty influenced the fairness of criminal trials in the former
yugoslavia kei hannah brodersen part viii societal impact reception and gaps 27 the peace versus
justice debate revisited the icty s impact on the bosnian peace process jacqueline r mcallister
28 croatia s homeland war the battles over victor s justice and the legacy of the icty victor
peskin 29 the lack of impact of the icty on the public memory of the war in bosnia and
herzegovina jovana mihajlović trbovc 30 the broken path to reconciliation in bosnia and
herzegovina a field study of memories rosa aloisi 31 the icty truth and reconciliation a meta
reconceptualization janine natalya clark



Yearbook of the United Nations, 50th Anniversary Edition (1945-1995) 2023-07-24 through a
combination of narrative and key historical documents this special edition of the yearbook offers
a picture of the united nations extraordinary achievements over the past fifty years observes
secretary general of the un dr boutros boutros ghali in his foreword to the book fully indexed
this special edition of the yearbook recounts the early initiatives that led to the adoption of
the charter of the un on 25 june 1945 at san francisco it captures the major issues and more and
highlights the lasting milestones of the 50 years of un history projecting the imperatives of the
organization into the next century
Political, Social and Religious Studies of the Balkans 2021-01-08 since the end of the bosnia war
in 1995 a tradition was embraced by the west of vilifying the serbs as the villains and the
muslims as their victims this necessitated the military intervention of the u s and nato on the
muslim side which caused an untold travesty of justice to the serbs for indeed there was enough
blame to go around to condemn all parties in that war including serbs croats and muslims of
committing massacres and huge abuses of the other parties to single out the serbs as the bad guys
simply distorts the facts this collective volume which is the product of a commission of inquiry
worked 18 months on this project redressing the balance based on a meticulous and well documented
report about the process of this inquiry step by step
Oppenheim's International Law: United Nations 2017-10-12 the united nations whose specialized
agencies were the subject of an appendix to the 1958 edition of oppenheim s international law
peace has expanded beyond all recognition since its founding in 1945 this volume represents a
study that is entirely new but prepared in the way that has become so familiar over succeeding
editions of oppenheim an authoritative and comprehensive study of the united nations legal
practice this volume covers the formal structures of the un as it has expanded over the years and
all that this complex organization does all substantive issues are addressed in separate sections
including among others the responsibilities of the un financing immunities human rights
preventing armed conflicts and peacekeeping and judicial matters in examining the evolving
structures and ever expanding work of the united nations this volume follows the long held
tradition of oppenheim by presenting facts uncoloured by personal opinion in a succinct text that
also offers in the footnotes a wealth of information and ideas to be explored it is book that
while making all necessary reference to the charter the statute of the international court of
justice and other legal instruments tells of the realities of the legal issues as they arise in
the day to day practice of the united nations missions to the un ministries of foreign affairs
practitioners of international law academics and students will all find this book to be vital in
their understanding of the workings of the legal practice of the un research for this publication
was made possible by the balzan prize which was awarded to rosalyn higgins in 2007 by the
international balzan foundation
House Reports 2005-06-30 this 2005 book discusses the legitimacy of the international criminal
law regime it explains the development of the system of international criminal law enforcement in
historical context from antiquity through the nuremberg and tokyo trials to modern day
prosecutions of atrocities in the former yugoslavia rwanda and sierra leone the modern regime of
prosecution of international crimes is evaluated with regard to international relations theory
the book then subjects that regime to critique on the basis of legitimacy and the rule of law in
particular selective enforcement not only in relation to who is prosecuted but also the
definitions of crimes and principles of liability used when people are prosecuted it concludes
that although selective enforcement is not as powerful as a critique of international criminal
law as it was previously the creation of the international criminal court may also have narrowed
the substantive rules of international criminal law
Prosecuting International Crimes 1997-07-10 the rule of law is essential to peace and to the
development and realisation of human rights the practice of law is a privilege but one that
carries the heavy responsibility of ensuring respect for the law in an interdependent world
lawyers must communicate and interact amongst themselves and with others both at the national and
international levels the international bar association as a professional body with a long and
distinguished record of achievement plays an important role in this respect written by eminent
practitioners and jurists this volume of essays marks the occasion of the association s 50th
anniversary it takes as its theme the concept of the globalisation of the law offering an in
depth and forward looking analysis of a wide range of topics among them the role of the lawyer in
the information society the future of multidisciplinary practices the future of the foreign legal
practitioner the role of law in economic development and the fight against corruption and the



role of the lawyer in the un the preeminence of the international bar association in the practice
the milestone occasion marked by this work the expertise of the authors and the significance of
the theme addressed all make global law in practice a work of lasting import
Global Law in Practice 2016-06-30 the relevance and importance of the rule of law to the
international legal order cannot be doubted and was recently reaffirmed by the declaration of the
high level meeting of the general assembly on the rule of law at the national and international
level s solemn commitment to it on behalf of states and international organizations in this
edited collection leading scholars and practitioners from the fields of global governance
resources investment and trade examine how the commitment to the rule of law manifests itself in
the respective fields the book looks at cutting edge issues within each field and examines the
questions arising from the interplay between them with a clear three part structure it explores
each area in detail and addresses contemporary challenges while trying to assure a commitment to
the rule of law the contributions also consider how the rule of law has been or should be
reconceptualised taking a multi disciplinary approach the book will appeal to international
lawyers from across the spectrum including practitioners in the field of international investment
and trade law
Reconceptualising the Rule of Law in Global Governance, Resources, Investment and Trade 1950 some
vols include supplemental journals of such proceedings of the sessions as during the time they
were depending were ordered to be kept secret and respecting which the injunction of secrecy was
afterwards taken off by the order of the house
Journal of the House of Representatives of the United States 2008-11-21 volume 2 addresses
jurisdiction and the various mechanisms and modalities of international cooperation in penal
matters which for all practical purposes apply to both the direct and indirect enforcement
methods of icl these mechanisms and modalities of international cooperation are used not only in
bilateral interstate cooperation in penal matters but they are also employed by international
tribunals including the icc in their relations with states this volume is divided into 5 chapters
which are titled as chapter 1 policies and modalities modalities of international cooperation in
penal matters the duty to prosecute and or extradite aut dedere aut judicare globalization of
international enforcement mechanisms the problem of legitimacy globalization of law enforcement
and intelligence gathering and sharing chapter 2 jurisdiction extraterritorial jurisdiction
universal jurisdiction competing and overlapping jurisdictions immunities and exceptions the
european union and the schengen agreement chapter 3 extradition law and practice in the united
states the european approach commentary on the united nations draft model law on extradition
chapter 4 judicial assistance and mutual cooperation in penal matters united states treaties on
mutual assistance in criminal matters commentary on the united nations draft model law on mutual
legal assistance inter state cooperation in penal matters in the commonwealth the council of
europe and the european union european perspective on international cooperation in matters of
terrorism freezing and seizing of assets controlling money laundering chapter 5 recognition of
foreign penal judgments transfer of criminal proceedings and execution of foreign penal sentences
introduction to recognition of foreign penal judgments introduction to transfer of criminal
proceedings transfer of criminal proceedings the european system the lockerbie model of transfer
of proceedings international perspective on transfer of prisoners and execution of foreign penal
judgments united states policies and practices on the execution of foreign penal sentences
International Criminal Law, Volume 2: Multilateral and Bilateral Enforcement Mechanisms
2019-11-28 this book challenges the traditional approach to international law by concentrating on
international hthis book challenges the traditional approach to international law by
concentrating on international humanitarian law and placing the focus beyond states it reflects
on current legal policy and practical issues that concern non state actors in and around
situations of armed conflict with the emergence of the nation state international law was almost
entirely focused on inter state relations thus excluding for the most part non state entities in
the modern era such a focus needs to be adjusted in order to encompass the various types of
functions and interactions that those entities perform throughout numerous international decision
making processes the contributions that comprise this volume are oriented towards a broad
readership audience in the academic and professional fields related to international humanitarian
law international criminal law international human rights law and general public international
law ezequiel heffes llm is a thematic legal adviser in the policy and legal unit at geneva call
in geneva switzerland marcos d kotlik llm is academic coordinator at the observatory of
international humanitarian law of the university of buenos aires school of law and was a judicial



fellow at the international court of justice between 2018 2019 and manuel j ventura llm hons is
an associate legal officer in the office of the prosecutor at the international residual
mechanism for criminal tribunals an adjunct fellow at the school of law at western sydney
university and a director of the peace and justice initiative
International Humanitarian Law and Non-State Actors 2023-02-14 this incisive book provides an
extensive analysis of the robust array of international law applicable across the spectrum of
international conflict and security with a particular focus on new and emerging technologies and
domains such as cyber and outer space laurie blank illustrates how international conflict and
security law applies to 21st century challenges
International Conflict and Security Law 2011-01-01 this book offers an extraordinary wealth of
information from the ground up of the law governing and regulating air transport today with a
strong emphasis on international aviation a team of distinguished authors in the field of
aviation law provide a cogent synthesis from which sound legal opinions and strategies of legal
action may be confidently built among the many topics here in depth are the following definition
and classification of airspace distinction between civil and state aircraft air navigation and
air traffic control services airport charges and overflight charges structure of icao standard
setting functions and audit functions of icao functions of the international air transport
association iata policy and effects of deregulation and liberalization of air transport policy
the international registry for aircraft equipment air carrier liability regimes and claims
procedure measures to combat aviation terrorism air piracy and sabotage and the open skies
agreements this publication cites significant legislation and court rulings including from the
united states and the european union where far reaching measures on market access competition and
passenger rights have set trends for other regions of the world the special case of latin america
has a chapter to itself at a time when commercial aircraft have been used as lethal weapons for
the first time aviation law finds itself in the front line of responsibility for maintaining
global aviation security
International and EU Aviation Law 2019-11-23 the book provides a holistic examination of the
jurisdiction of the international criminal court icc the main focus is placed on the three
pillars which form the icc s foundation pursuant to the rome statute the preconditions to the
exercise of its jurisdiction article 12 rome statute the substantive competence i e the core
crimes article 5 8bis rome statute i e genocide crimes against humanity war crimes crime of
aggression the principle of complementarity article 17 1 a rome statute the latter governs the
icc s ultimate jurisdiction since it is not merely sufficient for a crime to be within the court
s jurisdiction according to the substantive geographical personal and temporal jurisdictional
criteria but the state party must also be unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the
investigation or prosecution finally yet importantly the main negative preconditions for the
court s jurisdiction i e immunities article 27 rome statute and exceptions via security council
referrals are thoroughly examined the book is an excellent resource for scholars as well as
practitioners and notably contributes to the existing literature
The Jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court 2011-01-07 this volume contains an extensive
review of dutch state practice from the parliamentary year 2000 2001 it includes an account of
developments relating to treaties and other international agreements to which the netherlands is
a party summaries of netherlands judicial decisions involving questions of public international
law lists of dutch publications in the field and extracts from relevant municipal legislation
although the nyil has a distinctive national character it is published in english and the editors
do not adhere to any geographical limitations when deciding upon the inclusion of articles
Netherlands Yearbook of International Law - 2002 1977 among the most prominent and significant
political and legal developments since the end of the cold war is the proliferation of mechanisms
for addressing the complex challenges of transition from authoritarian rule to human rights based
democratic constitutionalism particularly with regards to the demands for accountability in
relation to conflicts and abuses of the past whether one thinks of the middle east south africa
the balkans latin america or cambodia an extraordinary amount of knowledge has been gained and
processes instituted through transitional justice no longer a byproduct or afterthought
transitional justice is unquestionably the driver of political change in globalizing transitional
justice ruti g teitel provides a collection of her own essays that embody her evolving
reflections on the practice and discourse of transitional justice since her book transitional
justice published back in 2000 in this new book teitel focuses on the ways in which transitional
justice concepts have found legal expression especially through human rights law and



jurisprudence and international criminal law these essays shed light on some of the difficult
choices encountered in the design of transitional justice criminal trials vs amnesties or truth
commissions domestic or international processes peace and reconciliation vs accountability and
punishment transitional justice is considered not only in relation to political events and legal
developments but also in relation to the broader social and cultural tendencies of our times
Deschler's Precedents of the United States House of Representatives 2014-04-02 in status of ngos
in international humanitarian law claudie barrat examines the legal framework applicable to ngos
in situations of armed conflict the author convincingly demonstrates contrary to convention that
in addition to the icrc the national societies and the ifrc numerous other ngos referenced in
humanitarian law treaties have a legal status in ihl and therefore legitimate claim to employ ihl
provisions to respond to current challenges on the basis of clear and thorough definitions of
these entities barrat argues that existing ngos meeting stringent definition can benefit from
customary rights and obligations in both international and non international armed conflict
Globalizing Transitional Justice 2014-07-24 bringing together a range of contributors from
multiple countries this interdisciplinary volume offers a unique field view of the rule of law
and human rights reform in the reconciliation and reconstruction process the contributors all
worked in bosnia and herzegovina during the ten years after the dayton peace accords were signed
here they pause to analyze and critique the work they did
Status of NGOs in International Humanitarian Law 2008-01-01 at 12 21 p m on october 19 2005
saddam hussein was escorted into the courtroom of the iraqi high tribunal in baghdad for one of
the most important and chaotic trials in history for a year two american law professors had led
an elite team of experts who prepared the judges and prosecutors for the mother of all trials
michael scharf a former state department official who helped create the yugoslavia tribunal in
1993 and michael newton then a professor at west point would confront such issues as whether the
death penalty should apply how to run a fair trial when political and military passions run so
high and which of saddam s many crimes should be prosecuted newton was in baghdad in december
2003 when the tribunal was announced and saddam was captured in the following months scharf and
newton helped write the rules of the tribunal conducted a mock trial in perhaps appropriately
stratford upon avon england and provided legal analysis on dozens of issues newton then returned
to baghdad several times during the trial and appeal now from its two shapers comes the
fascinating inside story of the trial and execution of saddam hussein and the attempt to bring
the rule of law to post invasion iraq
Deconstructing the Reconstruction 2015-05-29 the third edition of the historical dictionary of
croatia relates the history of this country through a detailed chronology an introduction a
bibliography and cross referenced dictionary entries on significant persons places and events
institutions and organizations and political economic social cultural and religious facets
Defining the Purposes, Mandates and Outcomes of Fact-Finding Commissions Beyond International
Criminal Justice 2008-09-16 this book offers a stimulating introduction to the links between
areas of global governance human rights global economy and international law by drawing on a
range of diverse subject areas errol p mendes argues that the foundations of global governance
human rights and international law are undermined by a conflict or tragic flaw where insistence
on absolute conceptions of state sovereignty are pitted against universally accepted principles
of justice and human rights resulting in destructive self interest for both the state and the
global community the book explores how human rights and international law are applied in some of
the critical institutions of global governance and in the operations of the global private sector
and how states institutions and global civil society struggle to fight this tragic flaw the book
is brought up to date by considering developments in the role of the imf the world bank bilateral
investment treaties the likely failure of the doha round of wto negotiations the legacy of the
2008 financial crisis and the role of the international criminal court and the evolving
responsibility to protect doctrine in international peace and security crises in the middle east
central and west africa among other regions of the world with its intensely interdisciplinary
approach this book motivates new thinking in the realm of global governance and international law
and promotes the development of new strategies for negotiating between conflicting leadership and
organisational values within global institutions the book will be of great interest and use to
students and researchers of public international law international relations and political
science business and human rights global governance and international trade and economic law
Enemy of the State 2009-12-22 the definitive and authoritative international law text updated to
reflect key case law international practice and treaty developments



Historical Dictionary of Croatia 2014-02-05 contains an extensive review of dutch state practice
from the parliamentary year 1998 1999
Global Governance, Human Rights and International Law 2017-09-14 vol ii part 1
International Law 1998-07-15 a shocking exposé of genocide denial it is twenty five years since
the 1994 genocide of the tutsi of rwanda when in the course of three terrible months more than 1
million people were murdered in the intervening years a pernicious campaign has been waged by the
perpetrators to deny this crime with attempts to falsify history and blame the victims for their
fate facts are reversed fake news promulgated and phoney science given credence intent to deceive
tells the story of this campaign of genocide denial from its origins with those who planned the
massacres with unprecedented access to government archives including in rwanda linda melvern
explains how from the moment the killers seized the power of the state they determined to distort
reality of events disinformation was an integral part of their genocidal conspiracy the
génocidaires and their supporters continue to peddle falsehoods these masters of deceit have
found new and receptive audiences have fooled gullible journalists and unwary academics with
their seemingly sound research methods the rwandan génocidaires continue to pose a threat
especially to those who might not be aware of the true nature of their crime the book is a
testament to the survivors who still live the horrors of the past denial causes them the gravest
offence and ensures that the crime continues this is a call for justice that remains perpetually
delayed
Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 1997 2000-03 a half century ago the international
community made a solemn promise to never again allow genocide to go unchallenged in the early
days of the post cold war new world order though international leaders failed to stop horrific
genocides in bosnia and rwanda chiefly because western leaders lack the political will to use
decisive force to suppress ongoing genocide despite increased attention to war crimes issues in
the clinton administration and increased rhetoric about its commitment to halting genocide
american military force policy still gives lowest priority to responding to gross abuses of human
rights in genocide and the global village kenneth campbell explains why the international
community fails so miserably to prevent suppress and punish contemporary genocide the book
integrates the scattered pieces of this complex problem political military legal and ethical into
a more complete clearer picture of the challenge facing the world today campbell engages in a
complex multi level analysis of genocide s impact upon world order and the inter play of politics
and morality in the international community s determination of the appropriate role for military
force in halting genocide and securing an emerging global civil society campbell recommends
practical steps the international community can take to greatly improve its response the next
time genocide occurs a next time that will occur
Substantive and procedural aspects of international criminal law. 1. Commentary 2020-02-25 this
title is scheffer s account of the international gamble to prosecute those responsible for
genocide war crimes and crimes against humanity and to redress some of the bloodiest human rights
atrocities in our time
Intent to Deceive 2001-09-07 drawing on extensive interview material gathered amongst victims
witnesses judges and ngos this book investigates the prosecution of rape and sexual violence in
war crimes tribunals with special attention to the international court for the former yugoslavia
icty and world court in sarajevo it examines the testimonies of victims and witnesses and their
reasons for testifying their attitudes towards perpetrators the consequences of testifying their
recommendations for other witnesses and conceptions of justice in addition it explores the
attitudes of judges prosecutors psychologists and those in charge of protecting and offering
services adopting a feminist approach gender shame and sexual violence challenges the assumption
that the deterrent effect of making rape trials more visible would reduce the occurrence of
sexual violence in conflict situations contending instead that the manner in which cases are
handled both increases the victims sense of shame and serves to propagate a representation of
women s bodies that may actually serve to increase the use of sexual violence during war a
compelling analysis of the prosecution of rape as a war crime this volume offers extensive new
empirical material that will be of interest to scholars of sociology gender studies criminology
politics international relations and law provided by publisher
Genocide and the Global Village 2012
All the Missing Souls 2011-01-01
Gender, Shame and Sexual Violence 2005
Reauthorization of the USA Patriot Act (continued)
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